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Summary 

Recommendation ITU-T Y.3177 specifies an architectural framework for network automation based 

on artificial intelligence (AI) for resource and fault management in future networks, including 

international mobile telecommunications-2020. The purpose of the framework is to improve network 

efficiency and performance by continuously monitoring the network and promptly determining 

appropriate actions for resource adaptation and fault recovery with the help of AI, including machine 

learning. 
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FOREWORD 
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operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 

telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, establishes 

the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3177 

Architectural framework for artificial intelligence-based network automation 

for resource and fault management in future networks including IMT-2020 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation specifies an architectural framework for network automation based on 

artificial intelligence (AI) for resource and fault management in future networks, including 

international mobile telecommunications-2020 (IMT-2020). The purpose of the framework is to 

improve network efficiency and maintain quality of service (QoS) by continuously monitoring the 

network and promptly determining appropriate actions by using AI, including machine learning 

(ML). 

The scope of this Recommendation includes: 

• high-level architecture of network automation for resource and fault management with AI 

including ML; 

• resource management functions; 

• fault management functions. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently 

valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this 

Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T Y.3102] Recommendation ITU-T Y.3102 (2018), Framework of the IMT-2020 network. 

[ITU-T Y.3111] Recommendation ITU-T Y.3111 (2017), IMT-2020 network management and 

orchestration framework. 

[ITU-T Y.3112] Recommendation ITU-T Y.3112 (2018), Framework for the support of network 

slicing in the IMT-2020 network. 

[ITU-T Y.3172] Recommendation ITU-T Y.3172 (2019), Architectural framework for machine 

learning in future networks including IMT-2020. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 fault management [b-ITU-T X.790]: Fault management consists of a set of functions that 

enable the detection, isolation, and correction of abnormal operation of the telecommunications 

network and its environment. 

3.1.2 network function [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: In the context of IMT-2020, a processing function in 

a network. 
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NOTE 1 – Network functions include but are not limited to network node functionalities, e.g., session 

management, mobility management and transport functions, whose functional behaviour and interfaces are 

defined. 

NOTE 2 – Network functions can be implemented on a dedicated hardware or as virtualized software functions. 

NOTE 3 – Network functions are not regarded as resources, but rather any network functions can be 

instantiated using the resources. 

3.1.3 network slice [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: A logical network that provides specific network 

capabilities and network characteristics. 

NOTE 1 – Network slices enable the creation of customized networks to provide flexible solutions for different 

market scenarios which have diverse requirements, with respect to functionalities, performance and resource 

allocation. 

NOTE 2 – A network slice may have the ability to expose its capabilities. 

NOTE 3 – The behaviour of a network slice is realized via network slice instance(s). 

3.1.4 network slice instance [b-ITU-T Y.3100]: An instance of network slice, which is created 

based on a network slice blueprint. 

NOTE 1 – A network slice instance is composed of a set of managed run-time network functions, and 

physical/logical/virtual resources to run these network functions, forming a complete instantiated logical 

network to meet certain network characteristics required by the service instance(s). 

NOTE 2 – A network slice instance may also be shared across multiple service instances provided by the 

network operator. A network slice instance may be composed of none, one or more sub-network slice instances 

which may be shared with another network slice instance. 

3.1.5 machine learning (ML) [ITU-T Y.3172]: Processes that enable computational systems to 

understand data and gain knowledge from it without necessarily being explicitly programmed. 

NOTE 1 – This definition is adapted from [b-ETSI GR ENI 004]. 

NOTE 2 – Supervised machine learning and unsupervised machine learning are two examples of machine 

learning types. 

3.1.6 machine learning model [ITU-T Y.3172]: Model created by applying machine learning 

techniques to data to learn from. 

NOTE 1 – A machine learning model is used to generate predictions (e.g., regression, classification, clustering) 

on new (untrained) data. 

NOTE 2 – A machine learning model may be encapsulated in a deployable fashion in the form of a software 

(e.g., virtual machine, container) or hardware component (e.g., IoT device). 

NOTE 3 – Machine learning techniques include learning algorithms (e.g., learning the function that maps input 

data attributes to output data). 

3.1.7 machine learning overlay [ITU-T Y.3172]: A loosely coupled deployment model of 

machine learning functionalities whose integration and management with network functions are 

standardized.  

NOTE – A machine learning overlay aims to minimize interdependencies between machine learning 

functionalities and network functions using standard interfaces, allowing for the parallel evolution of 

functionalities of the two. 

3.1.8 machine learning pipeline [ITU-T Y.3172]: A set of logical nodes, each with specific 

functionalities, that can be combined to form a machine learning application in a telecommunication 

network. 

NOTE – The nodes of a machine learning pipeline are entities that are managed in a standard manner and can 

be hosted in a variety of network functions [b-ITU-T Y.3100].  

3.1.9 machine learning underlay network [ITU-T Y.3172]: A telecommunication network and 

its related network functions which interfaces with corresponding machine learning overlays.  

NOTE – An IMT-2020 network is an example of a machine learning underlay network. 
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3.1.10 resource management [b-ITU-T Y.3520]: The most efficient and effective way to access, 

control, manage, deploy, schedule and bind resources when they are provided by service providers 

and requested by customers.  

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

None. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

AI  Artificial Intelligence 

C  Collector 

D  Distributor 

IMT  International Mobile Telecommunications 

IoT  Internet of Things 

M  Model 

ML  Machine Learning 

MLFO  Machine Learning Function Orchestrator 

NF  Network Function  

P  Prediction 

PP  Preprocessor 

QoS  Quality of Service 

RCA  Root Cause Analysis 

SDN  Software-Defined Networking 

SFC  Service Function Chaining 

VNF  Virtualized Network Function 

5 Conventions 

None. 

6 Introduction 

The control of networks involves the following two groups of functions: design and deployment (i.e., 

design-time procedures); and operation and management (i.e., run-time procedures). The design-time 

procedures require processing of a lot of data related to service requirements obtained from customers 

to design and configure a network that can meet all service requirements. Similarly, run-time 

procedures also require processing of a lot of data related to performance, resource utilization and 

workload obtained from system operation measurement to infer the resource usage pattern or detect 

any fault and decide to carry out appropriate resources adjustment or fault recovery actions. The 

volume of data to be processed in the design and run-time procedures is so huge that it would be 

difficult for humans to process it quickly and make a timely decision. This Recommendation specifies 

the architectural framework for run-time procedures in future networks including IMT-2020 

[ITU-T Y.3102], while the architectural framework for design-time procedures lies outside of scope 

of this Recommendation. The Recommendation provides a supportive framework to realize use cases 

and their potential requirements specified in [b-ITU-T Y-Suppl.55].  
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The architectural framework of network automation for resource and fault management in future 

networks including IMT-2020 leverages AI including ML (AI/ML) techniques to process the huge 

volume of related data, infer or predict system behaviour, and make prompt and highly accurate 

decisions for executing appropriate control operations. The major technical objective of resource and 

fault management is to utilize the available resources as optimally as possible while maintaining the 

QoS of the services provided to customers despite changing network conditions or occurrences of 

faults. Software-defined networking (SDN) [b-ITU-T Y.3300], network virtualization 

[b-ITU-T Y.3011], service function chaining (SFC) [b-ITU-T Y-Suppl.41] and orchestration 

[b-ITU-T Y.3100] techniques play supporting roles in the execution of resource and fault 

management actions and enable agile control of the network slices [b-ITU-T Y.3100] according to 

the management and orchestration framework specified in [ITU-T Y.3111] and [ITU-T Y.3112]. The 

automation of network slice resources adjusted for dynamic scaling is possible by extending the SDN 

controller and orchestrator with AI/ML. 

In clause 7, a high-level architecture for the automation of resource and fault management by AI/ML 

is described. The resource and fault management functions described in clauses 8 and 9 use AI/ML 

to: collect and analyse network measurement data related to performance, resource utilization and 

workload; infer their patterns or trends; identify faults by root cause analysis (RCA); prescribe 

suitable fault recovery mechanisms; predict the future demands of resources or possibility of faults 

in various network nodes; and based on the inference, take appropriate actions for fault recovery and 

resource adaptation. 

7 High-level architecture 

This clause describes the high-level architecture of resource and fault management with AI/ML based 

on the high-level architecture for ML in future networks including IMT-2020 specified in 

[ITU-T Y.3172]. 

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture for resource and fault management with AI/ML. It is 

composed of four subsystems: the management subsystem; AI/ML sandbox; AI/ML pipeline; and 

AI/ML underlay network. The management subsystem includes three management functions: 

resource management; fault management; and other management functions. The machine learning 

function orchestrator (MLFO) takes ML intents as input. 
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Figure 1 – High-level architecture of resource and fault management 

The reference points shown in Figure 1 are similar to those specified in [ITU-T Y.3172]. These are 

briefly described as follows. 

• (1) and (2): These are data-handling reference points between simulated underlay networks 

and an AI/ML pipeline in the AI/ML sandbox subsystem. (1) Is used to transfer control 

commands or requests from the AI/ML sandbox to the simulated AI/ML underlay network 

to send requests for obtaining monitoring data or inject simulated network faults, and (2) is 

used to transfer monitoring data in the reverse direction to collect data related to AI/ML 

simulated underlay network performance, resource utilization and faults.  

• (3): This is the reference point between an AI/ML sandbox subsystem and an AI/ML pipeline 

subsystem. 

• (4)-1 and (4)-2: These reference points are similar to (1) and (2), except that they interact 

with the production-level live underlay network, e.g., IMT-2020 networks. (4)-1 Carries 

monitoring data related to topology, alarms, performances and resource utilization, while 

(4)-2 carries control commands or requests. 

 NOTE – These reference points represent the data-handling reference points as indicated in 

[ITU-T Y.3172]. 

• (5) and (6): These are reference points between the management subsystem, and the AI/ML 

pipeline subsystem and AI/ML sandbox subsystem, respectively. They are the same as those 

specified in [ITU-T Y.3172]. 
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• (7): This is the reference point between the MLFO and other management and orchestration 

functions of the management subsystem. 

• (8), (9) and (10): These are reference points between AI/ML pipeline nodes located in 

different levels and functions. (8) Is used to transfer control decisions from resource 

adaptation functions and fault recovery functions to the controller. (9) Is used to transfer 

control data from the data collection functions to ML models of resource prediction, resource 

adaptation, fault detection and fault recovery functions, and (10) is used to transfer one ML 

model output of the AI/ML pipeline to another ML model from the resource prediction 

functions to the resource adaptation functions and from the fault detection functions to fault 

recovery functions.  

This Recommendation is based on several specific functions and capabilities of the AI/ML sandbox, 

AI/ML pipeline, and AI/ML underlay networks that can host and run virtualized network functions 

(VNFs) [b-ITU-T Y.3515]. The functions of resource and fault management functions are described 

in subsequent clauses. 

As clarified in [ITU T Y.3172], the AI/ML pipeline is a logical pipeline of AI/ML nodes that are 

superimposed on various network functions (NFs). The services of the MLFO are used for 

instantiation and setup of these AI/ML pipeline nodes. 

The AI/ML pipeline shown in Figure 1 consists of six functional groups: data collection; fault 

detection; fault recovery; resource prediction; resource adaptation; and controller. These functional 

groups are described as follows, together with MLFO. 

• Data collection: 

 Data collection functions, supported by the SRC, collector (C) and preprocessor (PP) nodes, 

collect system data including performance, resource utilization, alarms, fault reports and 

workload through (4)-1 reference points from the underlay network. The SRC and C nodes 

can exploit data-handling reference points specified in other related standards such as 

[ITU-T Y.3111]. The PP node can exploit various AI/ML techniques for extracting important 

features or removing noise in the data through regression, classification or clustering. 

• Fault detection:  

 Fault detection functions, supported by the model (M) and prediction (P) nodes, detect 

network faults using monitoring data obtained from the data collection function through the 

reference point (9). The M node analyses data to obtain fault information. The P node 

confirms the cause of fault and notifies the fault to the fault recovery functions. 

• Fault recovery:  

 The fault recovery functions, supported by the M and P nodes, recover from a fault through 

the selection of the most appropriate recovery actions, when the fault notification is received 

from the fault detection functions through reference point (10). 

• Resource prediction:  

 The resource prediction functions, supported by the M and P nodes, analyse network 

measurement data, infer their patterns or trends and predict the future demands on resources 

by the different network nodes and functions.  

• Resource adaptation:  

 The resource adaptation functions, supported by the M and P nodes, decide an appropriate 

function of resource adaptation among the resource arbitration, NF migration and network 

slice reconfiguration. These functions are described in detail in subsequent clauses. 

• Controller:  

 The controller functions, supported by the distributor (D) and sink nodes, are implemented 

through reference point (4)-2. As specified in [ITU-T Y.3172], a D node is responsible for 
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identifying the relevant sink(s) and distributing the output of M and P nodes to the 

corresponding sink nodes. Although the sink node is shown completely separated from the 

underlay network, it may exist inside the underlay network to implement the AI/ML action 

decisions on the AI/ML underlay network.  

• MLFO: 

 MLFO manages and orchestrates (e.g., instantiates) the AI/ML nodes needed in the AI/ML 

sandbox subsystem and in the AI/ML pipeline subsystem based on the ML intent (e.g., 

features and model type). It consists of three phases: training; evaluation; and deployment. 
In the training phase, a model is instantiated in the sandbox using the dataset based on the 

intent. In the evaluation phase, the trained model is verified to check whether performance 

meets the intent requirements. Finally, in the deployment phase, the model is deployed on 

the AI/ML pipeline at the time specified in the intent. 

8 Resource management with AI/ML 

To leverage AI/ML for the automation of network slice run-time operation and management, this 

clause describes resource management with AI/ML to achieve agile control of network resources 

allocated to network slices consisting of network service function chains [b-ITU-T Y-Suppl.41]. 

Figure 2 shows the resource management-related AI/ML pipeline functions, which are data 

collection, resource prediction, resource adaptation and controller. 

 

Figure 2 – Resource management with AI/ML 

The data collection functions receive performance measurements and monitoring data from the 

AI/ML underlay network through reference point (4)-1. They pre-process the data and provide the 

processed data in specified formats to the resource prediction functions through reference point (9).  

The resource prediction functions analyse the data by using AI/ML models to determine the current 

status of the underlay network and predict the future status of resource usage and performance levels. 

The results of resource prediction functions are fed through reference point (10) to the resource 

adaptation functions, which again process the data by AI/ML models and apply policy to the results 

to determine appropriate action for resource adaptation.  
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The resource adaptation functions can also receive the data required from data collection functions 

through reference point (9). The resource adaptation decisions can be one among resource arbitration, 

NF migration and network slice reconfiguration. Resource adaptation decisions are provided to the 

controller functions through reference point (8). The controller functions execute the resource 

adaptation decision on the AI/ML underlay network.  

8.1 Resource prediction 

Resource prediction functions take performance metrics, workload and resource usage monitoring 

data related to each of the underlay network systems (each consisting of a series of NFs) as input data 

from the data collection functions. They obtain data from the data collection functions through 

reference point (9), process the data by using AI/ML models, and infer the operational conditions of 

the AI/ML underlay network. The inference results can generate patterns or trends of network 

workload, resource utilization and performance. Depending on the type of AI/ML model used, 

resource prediction functions can provide results in the form of data clustering, classification, 

regression and prediction. To enable AI/ML models to make very accurate predictions, the AI/ML 

models are trained in the AI/ML sandbox by using data acquired from the AI/ML underlay network 

online or offline. If the AI/ML models are to be trained online by data generated in real time, the 

volume of data or the AI/ML models are required to be chosen in such a way that the data can be 

processed very quickly so that real time and agile control of the system becomes possible. Resource 

predictions are sent to resource adaptation functions through reference point (10). 

8.2 Resource adaptation 

Resource adaptation functions represent multi-stage resource control decision functions. They come 

to an appropriate decision among the three possible actions of resource arbitration, NF migration and 

network slice reconfiguration. AI/ML techniques are used to make intelligent decisions about the 

most appropriate action. Resource adaptation functions process the analysis results coming from 

resource prediction functions through reference point (10). They also access data from reference point 

(9), which includes data related to the service and performance requirements, and current status of 

resource allocation and utilization, to be used for more intelligent decisions of resource adaptation.  

Resource adaptation decisions can be executed in two ways: reactively and proactively. In a reactive 

approach, resource adaptation functions only need to determine the required amount of resources to 

be allocated in the next timeslot based on an analysis of control data of the current timeslot. On the 

other hand, in a proactive approach, resource adaptation functions predict resource usage of future 

timeslots and adjust the resource before those timeslots begin. The policy selects a reactive or 

proactive approach so as to make the resource control task agile and efficient by preventing instability 

in the system due to an unnecessarily high frequency of resource adjustments.  

The output of the resource adaptation functions is given to the controller functions through reference 

point (8). The three actions of resource arbitration, NF migration and network slice reconstruction are 

described in clauses 8.2.1 to 8.2.3. To reduce the overheads of the controller functions and avoid 

possible service interruptions, only one of these actions is recommended for execution at a time. The 

resource arbitration control function involves only one physical node; the NF migration involves two 

physical nodes; and the network slice reconfiguration may involve many physical nodes. Resource 

adaptation decisions are carried out in order from the highest to lowest priority order of resource 

arbitration, NF migration and network slice reconfiguration. 

8.2.1 Resource arbitration 

The resource arbitration function allocates limited available resources among many network slices 

(i.e., underlay network system consisting of a series of NFs) so that the service requirements of each 

network slice can be optimally satisfied despite fluctuation in the workload. The resource arbitration 

function determines the priority of a network slice over others for resource allocation according to 

policies, e.g., the importance and requirements of the services. When there are many slices providing 
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different levels of QoS to different application services by using the virtualized resources from the 

same node, the resource arbitration process becomes quite complex because many parameters (e.g., 

QoS requirements, allocated amount of resources, used amount of resources, as well as current and 

future workloads) of each slice need to be considered. In this case, AI/ML helps in making intelligent 

decisions to select or group appropriate candidate slices and nodes from where the resources can be 

taken and added to a high priority slice that urgently needs more resources. 

Figure 3 depicts the resource arbitration procedure, which is executed in the virtualized AI/ML 

underlay network. There are two slices (network slice 1 and network slice 2) shown by dashed boxes, 

being deployed over the same resources (node A and node B). Network slice 1 has NF 1-a and NF 1-b, 

which are embedded in underlay node A and B, respectively. Similarly, network slice 2 has NF 2-a 

and NF 2-b, which are also embedded in underlay node A and B, respectively. If network slice 1 is 

for delivery of a high priority service, e.g., a disaster rescue support service created in an emergency 

situation, and network slice 2 is for a best effort service, e.g., a regular entertainment video service, 

the former would get a higher resource allocation priority than the latter. So, in Figure 3, when 

network slice 1 demands more resources (e.g., due to a sudden increase in user population or network 

traffic), the resources allocated to it from node A are increased by , while decreasing the same 

amount of resources allocated to network slice 2 from the same node. Similarly, resources allocated 

to NF 1-b of network slice 1from node B are also increased by , while resources allocated from the 

same node to NF 2-b of network slice 2are decreased by . 

 

Figure 3 – Resource arbitration 

8.2.2 Network function migration 

If the resource arbitration function cannot satisfy the resource requirements of a network slice due to 

limited available resources in the physical node currently hosting the NF, the NF is migrated to the 

other node that already lies in the same network slice and SFC path. When the migration process is 

required to be made agile and efficient as well as stable for a longer time (to reduce the management 

and operation cost), there are many issues to be considered simultaneously. There can be many 

candidate target nodes, where the NF migration is possible at a given point of time, but the available 

resource pattern may keep changing as the traffic flows in other slices also fluctuate with time. 

Solving this problem by conventional methods, such as integer linear programming, in a short time 
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is too hard due to high complexity. Thus, AI/ML-based approaches can be helpful for making an 

intelligent decision about an NF migration process. 

Figure 4 depicts an NF migration scenario. There is only network slice 1, which has two functions 

NF 1-a and NF 2-b, deployed over node A and node B, respectively. NF 1-a uses an amount of 

resources a1 while NF 1-b uses an amount of resources b1. Due to changes in user population or traffic 

patterns, assume that NF 1-a requires additional resources (say of amount ) that are not available in 

node A. In this case, the network function migration is activated to move NF 1-a from node A to 

another node (e.g., node B) that has enough available resources and is already included in the same 

slice and SFC path. Migrating the NF along the same SFC path or network slice does not invoke any 

configuration changes in the physical resource level (e.g., lower layer routing), thus the NF migration 

process can be faster, agile and not disruptive to the service. After NF migration, resource usage in 

node A by network slice 1 would be zero while the resource usage in node B by both NF 1-a and NF 

1-b would be a1 +  + b1. 

 

Figure 4 – Network function migration scenario 

8.2.3 Network slice reconfiguration 

If the migration function described in clause 8.2.2 cannot meet the resource requirements of the 

network slice, the slice is reconfigured by including new nodes that can contribute enough resources 

to the reconfigured slice. The network slice reconfiguration function takes a longer time to execute 

than the previous two functions because it requires interactions with the underlying resource 

controllers, as well as reconfiguration of the SFC path and underlying routing topology. The use of 

AI/ML models can optimize the process of new node selection during a network slice reconfiguration, 

so that frequent reconfiguration can be avoided. This can reduce operation and management cost, as 

well as cases of service disruption due to the time taken by the reconfiguration process. 

Figure 5 depicts a scenario of network slice reconfiguration.  NF 1-a of network slice 1 requires 

additional resources that are not available in any of the nodes lying along the SFC path (e.g., node A 

and node B) of the network slice. In this case, network slice 1 is reconfigured as network slice 1′ 

whose NF 1-a is deployed in a new node (e.g., node C), which has sufficient resources. 
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Figure 5 – Network slice reconfiguration scenario 

9 Fault management with AI/ML 

This clause describes fault management with AI/ML to automate network operations. Figure 6 shows 

fault management with AI/ML consisting of detection- and recovery-related functions.  

 

Figure 6 – Fault management with AI/ML 
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Fault management functions are executed into phases: fault detection and fault recovery. In the fault 

detection phase, the data collection functions receive and store operational data from the underlay 

network through reference point (4)-1. The fault detection functions using AI/ML models receive the 

stored data through reference point (9), and analyse it to find abnormal behaviours and identify the 

root causes of fault. In the fault recovery phase, fault recovery functions using AI/ML models derive 

operational data stored in the data collection functions through reference point (9), as well as the 

output coming from the fault detection function through reference point (10) and determines the fault 

recovery workflows. After that, the outputs of the workflows are sent to the action controller through 

reference point (8) as a control request to execute the fault recovery workflows through reference 

point (4)-2. The reference points shown in Figure 6 are described in clause 7. 

9.1 Fault detection with AI/ML 

This clause describes the functions and workflow of fault detection with AI/ML as shown in Figure 7. 

The fault detection has two phases: training and operating. It is not possible to collect a substantial 

representative training dataset from live underlay networks in a short time period because the faults 

do not occur frequently in live underlay networks. In order to address this issue, a simulated underlay 

network is utilized having the same characteristics as the live underlay network.  

The simulated network is capable of intentionally injecting fault patterns according to the instructions 

given by the fault recipe executor (step 1) and promptly generating enough training data in the training 

phase. The abnormal behaviour data generated from the simulated network elements is collected 

through telemetry (step 2), and the dataset is stored with a fault type label provided by the fault recipe 

executor (step 3). In order to detect and analyse several types of fault, the procedure of these three 

steps is automatically repeated multiple times until a sufficient training dataset is obtained. 

Subsequently, the trained models for fault detection and RCA are created by using the training dataset 

and training functions (step 4). After training is completed, the trained model is transferred to the 

AI/ML pipeline in the live network in the operation phase.  

In the operating phase, the fault detection function using trained models analyses data coming from 

the live underlay network through the data collection functions, and detects an abnormal behaviour 

and notifies the RCA function. Once the notification is received, the RCA function using trained 

models performs its analysis with the data provided by the data collection function, as well as the 

fault detection function, and derives the prospective root cause of the fault. The analysis result is sent 

to other functions or a human operator for further recovery actions. It may be possible to retrain and 

update the models with the data obtained from the live underlay network to maintain and enhance the 

quality of the models. 
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Figure 7 – Functions and workflow of fault detection with AI/ML 

9.2 Fault recovery with AI/ML 

This clause describes the functions and workflow of fault recovery with AI/ML as shown in Figure 8. 

Like the fault detection mechanism, the fault recovery mechanism also consists of two-phases: 

training and operating. In the case of fault recovery, it requires a lot of time and effort to gather 

enough training data and create suitable models for fault recovery actions for each type of fault, 

therefore, the fault recovery mechanism adopts dynamic and incremental learning models, such as 

reinforcement learning algorithms. Since it is not acceptable to impose fault models in the live 

networks, it also uses a simulated underlay network, which has the same characteristics as the live 

one. In the training phase, firstly, one of the fault recipes is executed to cause a fault (step 1). Next, 

the data collection function collects the data from the simulated underlay network (e.g., network 

performance, state and topology) through telemetry (step 2). After that, the training function receives 

the dataset, determines recovery actions as a workflow and sends it to the fault recovery recipe 

executor (step 3). Then, it performs the fault recovery workflow in the simulated underlay network 

(step 4). The trained models for the fault recovery workflow engine are created by repeating steps 1 

to 4 until training is completed. The trained model is transferred to the AI/ML pipeline in the live 

network in the operating phase.  

In the operating phase, when a fault occurs in the live underlay network, the RCA function sends the 

analysis result to the fault recovery workflow engine. Then, the recovery workflow engine function, 

using trained models, analyses the data obtained from the data collection function and RCA (e.g., 

network performance, state, topology and root cause), and notifies a human operator with 

recommended recovery actions for the fault. It may be possible to retrain and update the models with 

the data obtained from the live underlay network to maintain and enhance the quality of the models. 
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Figure 8 – Functions and workflow of fault recovery with AI/ML 

10 Security considerations 

This Recommendation describes a network automation architectural framework for resource and fault 

management with AI/ML on the basis of the high-level architecture of ML in future networks 

including IMT-2020 [ITU-T Y.3172]. Therefore, the security considerations of [ITU-T Y.3172] are 

also valid for this Recommendation.  

It is required to have appropriate security measures in data collection, resource prediction and 

resource adaptation functions. All interfaces to collect monitoring data and transmit resource 

adaptation control decisions are required to have proper security measures. 

The AI/ML models and pipeline functions are also required to possess appropriate protection 

measures so that their operations cannot be manipulated maliciously [ITU-T Y.3172]. It is required 

to add monitoring points to each step or process in the AI/ML pipeline so that any abnormal behaviour 

of functions can be easily detected and corrected. 
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